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I'm waking up you're going to sleep
And I wonder are you thinking of me

I'm getting ready for another day without you
And you're just starting to dream

It's hard to let it go
To make it through the day

It's hard to hold on
When we're both so far away

Maybe we should just move on
And get on with our lives
But how can we survive

When our hearts are so connected
They will die when you take them apart

And when one half of me is missing
If I can't hold you here my arms
Can we overcome the distance

Make it through time
Can our love raise the waters

Overcome the great, the great divide, divide, divide

I'm soaking up the sun you're underneath the moon
And I wish that I could share it with you

You live your life and I'm living mine
Somehow we've got to find a way to get through

It's hard to let it go
To make it through the day

It's hard to hold on
When we're both so far away

Maybe we should just move on
And get on with our lives
But how can we survive
(How can we survive)
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When our hearts are so connected
They will die when you take them apart

And when one half of me is missing
If I can't hold you here my arms
Can we overcome the distance

Make it through time
Can our love raise the waters

Overcome the great, the great divide, divide, divide

I keep waiting for the day
Where we'll find a place to stay

And when we'll always wake up together (Always will be)
And I keep waiting for the time

That every single night belongs to me and you
And we will never have to move again

We can spread our roots and grow (Woah)

'Cause our hearts are so connected
They will die when you take them apart

And when one half of me is missing
If I can't hold you here my arms
Can we overcome the distance

Make it through time
can our love raise the waters

overcome the great, the great divide, divide, divide
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